Adventure Book
How to use this book
This book will explain what cards are required to set up each of the 4 adventures provided in this box.
Along with the title and description of the adventure ahead of you, this book will provide:
 Starting Health: The amount of Health each player starts with in every adventure. This is usually 20.
 Area Feature Cards: A list of the Area Feature Cards required to be shuffled into the Area Feature Deck*.
 Monster Deck: A list of the Monster cards and quantities needed to make the Monster Deck*.
 Reserve Monster Deck: A list of the Monster cards and quantities needed to make the Reserve Monster Deck*.
 Acquisition Area: A list of the Skill and Ability cards that can be acquired during this game.
 Tokens: A list of tokens and counters required to play this adventure.
* For information on how to assemble these decks, please consult the Rule Book.

Game Introduction – The World of Mercenaries

One of the worst of wars subsided a century ago. As armies grew smaller the former soldiers formed their own
militias, guilds, and criminal gangs.
In the kingdom of Berelt, mercenary groups are as much a part of the land as the trees and the rivers. Rulers, lords,
and those of considerable wealth often call upon them to solve problems that aren’t important enough for an armyor where an army would lack a certain subtly. Make no mistake; these are not the great heroes of legend.
These mercenaries vary in morality and motives, but they share the same thing: A desire for glory and wealth.
The code of the mercenary dictates that no mercenary may strike another, lest they be struck down by all others.
However there’s nothing to stop them from tricking, stealing kills, stealing weapons, distracting, lying, or anything
else to get ahead. The reputation of being the best mercenary is all that matters!

The Distelblute Mansion

The Distelblute Mansion is a long-abandoned family estate of a once great lord who ruined his family’s fortune with a fanatical desire to drive out the
goblins and orcs from the land. The gods must have some love of irony, as now the goblins and orcs treat the grounds as a temporary camp before raiding
nearby towns and hamlets. Many local mercenary guilds send in their newest members to the site to clear out the squatters, weakening their forces and
dissuading their attacks for a few more moons. However the site has become over-run far quicker than usual, and scouts fear a powerful orc has managed to
unite several tribes under their rule. The master of your mercenary guild scoffs at the idea, and assures you it will be business as normal…
Starting Health: 20.

Area feature Cards
2 “Empty Area”
1 “Reinforcements”
1 “Treasure Chest”
1 “Cooking Area”
1 “Weapons Cache”
1 “Tripwire”
1 “Dart Trap”
1 “Foul Fungus Patch”
1 “Frenzy Brew”

Acquisition
16 “Basic Melee Attack"
12 “Advanced Melee Attack”
16 “Basic Blocking”
12 “Advanced Blocking”
12 “Advanced Ranged Attack”
20 “Healing Potion”
10 “Vigour”
10 “Charge Attack”
10 “Change Stance”

Area Tokens

10 “Defensive Stance”
10 “Positioning”
10 “Gauntlet of Power”
10 “Shield of Protection”
10 “Elven Bow String”

Area Feature Tokens

Wound Counters
Acted Tokens

Monster Deck Cards
Monster cards
Ambush Cards
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(Shuffled into top half / shuffled into bottom half)
Champion Monster: Orc Champion

Reserve Monster Deck
Game Type
All Games

Goblin
8

Goblin Archer
6

Orc
6

Orc Arbalest
4

Card Descriptions
Area Feature Cards
Empty Room: (Area, Any Location)
This Area Feature card has no effect.
Cooking Area: (Area, Any Location)
Monsters are not drawn in the usual phase. Players place their Mercenary cards into the room as normal. Before
the first turn would begin, all players in turn look at their hands and decide if they would like to:
 Heal 2 Health (
)(but not exceeding the original starting health score)
 Discard any one card from their hand and draw 1 card.
 Nothing.
They may not move their Mercenary card or play cards at this time.
After all players have decided what to do, the First Player now draws the Monster cards from the Monster Deck and
adds them to the Battle Area. The first turn continues as normal.
Dart Trap: (Area, Any Location, Trap)
After all Monster and Mercenary cards have been placed in the Battle Area, the First Player is attacked for 3 Ranged
damage. The damage may be reduced by the player playing Skill Defence cards, but the Skill Defence cards played
are discarded after calculation.
If the First Player receives any wound(s), they cannot attack during their first turn. They may still make a Retaliation
attack and may play any other Skill Defence cards in their hand when attacked. (You may wish to use an AF Token to
remember this)
Foul Fungus Patch: (Area, Any Location, Hazard, Uses AF Tokens)
All Humanoid ( ) Monsters with “Goblin” in their name are treated as though their total Health (
) is 1 point
higher.
When the Monster Turn is finished, all Monsters affected by this card have one Wound Counter removed from them
(if able).
Frenzy Brew: (Area, Any Location, Hazard, Uses AF Tokens)
All Monsters are treated as though their Melee Attack Value ( ) is 1 point higher.
When a Monster makes its first Melee Attack, Retaliation, or Lashing Out (that uses its Melee Attack Value ( ) ),
the AF Token is removed and its Melee Attack Value ( ) returns to normal (after calculation and before their target
Retaliates, if it can). If a Monster has an ability that grants it multiple Melee Attacks during one
attack/Retaliation/lashing out, only the first attack is increased.
Reinforcements: (Area, Any Location, Hazard)
The First Player removes the top-most Ambush Card from the Monster Discard Pile, and plays it as though they had
just drawn it. This does not count towards the total number of cards that need to be drawn from the Monster Deck
for this Battle Area.
If there are no Ambush cards in the Monster Discard Pile, this card is shuffled into the Area Feature Deck and a new
card is drawn.

Treasure Chest: (Area, Any Location, Treasure)
Once the final turn of this Battle Area is complete (all Monsters have been killed and the players have finished their
turn) and before this Area Feature card is discarded, all players gain EXP ( ) equal to the number of cards in the
Area Feature Discard Pile. If there are no cards in the Area Feature Discard Pile, no EXPs ( ) are rewarded!
Players cannot spend this EXP ( ) now, but during the appropriate time in the next Area.
Tripwire: (Area, Any Location, Trap)
When this card is drawn, the First Player immediately discards their entire hand and takes 1 Wound which they are
unable to defend.
Once players place their Mercenary Cards on the Battle Area, the First Player cannot move this turn. As the First
Player cannot move, and has no cards to play from their hand, play passes to the second player immediately.
Weapons Cache: (Area, Any Location, Treasure)
Once the final turn of this Battle Area is complete (all Monsters have been killed and the players have finished
their turn) and before this Area Feature card is discarded, all players may take any one Skill card (Melee, Ranged,
or Defence) from the Acquisition area that has Melee/Defence/Ranged Value ( / / ) of “+ 1”. They must
ignore the card’s EXP cost and other acquiring conditions.
If a Skill card has a Value of + 1 but its ability changes this to a higher/lower number, it is also acceptable to take
this card (as its default value is + 1).
If a player already has a card in their Acquired Card pile, they may still take a Skill card at this time.

Skill Cards
Basic Melee Attack: (Skill Melee, Melee Attack Value ( ): +1, EXP ( ) Cost: 0)
To acquire this card the player must have just made a successful Melee Attack against a Monster (inflicted at least
1 wound to that Monster).
Advanced Melee Attack: (Skill Melee, Melee Attack Value ( ): +2, EXP ( ) Cost: 2)
To acquire this card the player must trash a Basic Melee Attack card from their hand. Trashed cards are removed
from the game.

Basic Blocking: (Skill Defence, Defence Value ( ): +1, EXP ( ) Cost: 0)
To acquire this card the player must have just made a successful Defence against a Monster’s attack or lashing
out- but not a Retaliation.

Advance Blocking: (Skill Defence, Defence Value ( ): +2, EXP ( ) Cost: 2)
To acquire this card the player must trash a Basic Blocking card from their hand. Trashed cards are removed from
the game.

Basic Ranged Attack: (Skill Ranged, Ranged Attack Value (

): +1, Min. Range: 2, Max. Range: 2,
EXP ( ) Cost: 0)
When this card is used on its own in a Ranged Attack, it gains the effect of Piercing 1. This means it ignores 1 point
of Defence Value ( ) a Monster has when attacking it. If a Monster has a Defence Value ( ) of 0, this does not
increase the damage an attack using this card does.
When this card is used with other Skill Ranged cards in a Ranged Attack, its Ranged Attack Value ( ) changes
from +1 to +2.
This card is not put in the Acquisition Area.

Advanced Ranged Attack: (Skill Ranged, Ranged Attack Value ( ): +1, Min. Range: 2, Max. Range: 3,
EXP ( ) Cost: 3)
To acquire this card the player must have just made a successful Ranged Attack against a Monster (inflicted at least
1 wound to that Monster).

Ability Cards
Healing Potion: (Ability Item, EXP ( ) Cost: 0)
A player may only play this card if their Mercenary cards does not have an Acted Token on it.
The player heals up to 2 health points ( ). This cannot take the player to above their starting health for the Adventure.
Multiple copies of this card may be played at once.
After the effects of this card are resolved, place an Acted Token on that player’s Mercenary card.
To acquire this card the player must kill a Monster by a successful Melee Attack or Ranged Attack.
Vigour: (Ability, EXP ( ) Cost: 6)
The player may discard one Monster card from their hand, and draw 3 cards from their deck.
The discarded Monster card and the Vigour card itself are not placed onto the player’s discard pile until after the effect
of this card is resolved.
Charge Attack: (Ability, EXP ( ) Cost: 3)
After moving a row forward or backwards, players may immediately move in that direction again. The player may
play multiple copies of this card to move even further forward or backwards.
The player does not need to use the “extra movement” to gain the other effect of Charge Attack:
The player may discard any number of Skill Defence cards from their hand. The total Defence Value ( ) of the discarded cards is
then added to the player’s Melee Attack Value ( ) for that turn.
If any of the discarded cards have effects that would increase their Defence Value ( ) against specific kinds of attack if played,
these do apply and increase the Melee Attack Value ( ) respectively.
If a player has no Skill Melee cards, but has gained Melee Attack Value ( ) from the effects of this card, they may
still perform a Melee Attack.

Change Stance: (Ability, EXP ( ) Cost: 3)
The player may discard anyone one card from their hand (other than a Monster card) and draw two cards from their
deck.
The discarded card and the Change Stance card itself are not placed onto the player’s discard pile until after the effect
of this card is resolved.

Defensive Stance: (Ability, EXP ( ) Cost: 3)
The player may either:
 Discard any number of Skill Melee cards from their hand. The total Melee Attack Value ( ) of the
discarded cards is then added to the player’s Defence Value ( ) for that turn.
If any of the discarded cards have effects that would increase their Melee Attack Value ( ) if played, these do
apply and increase the Defence Value ( ) respectively.
If a player has no Skill Defence cards, but has gained Defence Value ( ) from the effects of this card, they may still
use this to reduce damage from attacks.
Or,
 Gain 1 Defence Value ( ). If a player has no Skill Defence cards, but has gained Defence Value ( ) from
the effects of this card, they may still use this to reduce damage from attacks.

Positioning: (Ability, EXP ( ) Cost: 4)
The player may perform Melee Attacks diagonally. They may attack a Monster that is up to one square away from
them diagonally (or in any of the squares next to the four adjacent squares for normal Melee Attacks).
The attacked Monster cannot retaliate against this attack.

Gauntlet of Power: (Ability, EXP ( ) Cost: 5)
The player must turn over cards from their deck (draw cards, but do not place them into their hand or add them to
the discard pile if it needs to be shuffled to make a new deck) until they reveal two Skill Melee cards. The Skill
Melee cards are put into the player’s hand, and the other drawn cards are discarded along with this card.
If the player has drawn all cards from their deck and has no discard pile to shuffle, they must add a
drawn Skill Melee card to their hand (if any), and discard the other drawn cards along with this card.

Shield of Protection: (Ability, EXP ( ) Cost: 5)
The player must turn over cards from their deck (draw cards, but do not place them into their hand or add them to
the discard pile if it needs to be shuffled to make a new deck) until they reveal two Skill Defence cards. The Skill
Defence cards are put into the player’s hand, and the other drawn cards are discarded along with this card.
If the player has drawn all cards from their deck and has no discard pile to shuffle, they must add a drawn Skill
Defence card to their hand (if any), and discard the other drawn cards along with this card.

Elven Bow String: (Ability, EXP ( ) Cost: 5)
The player must turn over cards from their deck (draw cards, but do not place them into their hand or add them to
the discard pile if it needs to be shuffled to make a new deck) until they reveal two Skill Ranged cards. The Skill
Ranged cards are put into the player’s hand, and the other drawn cards are discarded along with this card.
If the player has drawn all cards from their deck and has no discard pile to shuffle, they must add a drawn Skill
Ranged card to their hand (if any), and discard the other drawn cards along with this card.

Monster Cards
Health (

): 4

Goblin: (Melee Monster, Small Humanoid ( ))
Melee Attack Value ( ): 3 Defence Value ( ) 0
EXP ( ): 3
MVP (
): 2

Goblin Archer: (Ranged Monster, Small Humanoid ( ))
Health ( ): 4 Melee Attack Value ( ): 2 Ranged Attack Value (
EXP ( ): 4
MVP (
): 1

Health (

): 3

Defence Value (

): 0

Orc: (Melee Monster, Medium Humanoid ( ))
): 5 Melee Attack Value ( ): 4
Defence Value ( ): 0
EXP ( ): 4
MVP (
): 3

Orc Arbalist: (Ranged Monster, Medium Humanoid ( ))
Health (
): 5 Melee Attack Value ( ): 4 Ranged Attack Value (
EXP ( ): 4
MVP (
): 1

): 3 Defence Value (

): 0

Champion Monster
Orc Champion: (Melee Champion Monster, Medium Humanoid ( ))
Health (
): 6 Melee Attack Value ( ): 5 Defence Value ( ): 0
EXP ( ): 8
MVP (
): 5

Ambush Cards
Ambush!! – Goblin!:
Draw two Goblins from the Reserve Monster Deck.

Ambush!! – Goblin Archer!:
Draw two Goblin Archers from the Reserve Monster Deck.

Ambush!! – Orc!:
Draw two Orcs from the Reserve Monster Deck.

Ambush!! – Orc Arbalist!:
Draw two Orc Arbalists from the Reserve Monster Deck.

Token & Counter Effects
Acted Token:
This token is to show that a Mercenary or Monster cannot perform an attack, retaliation or lashing out. This is usually
applied when a Mercenary or Monster has just performed an attack, retaliation or lashing out.

Wound Counter:
When a Monster takes a Wound, this token is applied to that card. Each Counter represents one Wound. When a Monster has Wound
Counters on it totalling equal or more than its Health (
) it is considered dead. During the attack that kills a Monster, that Monster
may still retaliate (if able).
Mercenaries never have Wound Counters placed on them, instead players amend their Health on their score pad.

Area Feature Token:
Sometimes an Area Feature card will have a special effect that needs to be tracked, such as Monsters having increased
stats. Use these tokens to show which Mercenaries and Monsters are affected.
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